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LATE BREAKING NEWS 
 

Experian and Cerved in Joint Venture to Create a Consumer Credit Bureau in Italy 

Experian announces that it has signed an agreement to form a joint venture with Cerved Group SpA to provide 

enhanced consumer credit information services to the Italian market.   Cerved Group is one of the leading 

providers of credit information in Italy.  The formation of the joint venture is subject to regulatory approval. 

The joint venture will create a comprehensive consumer information bureau by combining Experian's existing 

consumer credit information business in Italy, including data supplied by international banks and consumer 

finance houses, with Cerved Group's consumer credit data, supplied by major Italian banking groups.  The joint 

venture will utilize Experian's bureau technology and value-added products to provide innovative new services to 

the Italian consumer credit market. 

On receipt of regulatory clearance, the joint venture company, Experian Cerved Information Services SpA, will 

be established with initial gross assets of approximately USD$14m (Euro 10m). Experian will own a majority stake 

in the company.   

Cerved Group SpA was formed in 2009 by a consortium of private equity funds Bain Capital and Clessidra and is 

made up of Cerved BI, Lince, Centrale dei Bilanci,  Databank, Finservice, Jupiter e Consit.   

Source:  Experian Press Release 

Thomson Reuters Launches New Forward-looking Model to Assess Credit Risk of 

Publicly Traded Companies 

Thomson Reuters, the leading supplier of intelligent information for businesses and professionals,  announced 

that it has introduced the StarMine SmartRatios Credit Risk Model to assess the credit risk of publicly traded 

companies.  The SmartRatios model is an intuitive and robust default prediction model that provides a clearer 

view of a firm's credit condition and financial health by analyzing a wide array of accounting ratios that are 

predictive of credit risk and combining these with forward-looking analyst estimates. This builds on Thomson 

Reuters aims to help professional investment managers generate more profitable investment ideas and mitigate 

risks, giving them an edge over their peers.    

Unlike other credit risk models that use accounting ratio analysis, the SmartRatios model incorporates information 

from forward-looking analyst estimates via StarMine's proprietary SmartEstimate
R 

rather than relying solely on 

backward-looking reported financials. The forward-looking SmartEstimates provide a considerable boost to the 

model's predictive power and responsiveness, particularly during periods when economic conditions are changing 

rapidly.   

The model produces daily updated estimates of the probability of default or bankruptcy within one year for over 

35,000 companies globally, including financials. The default probabilities are also mapped to traditional letter 

ratings and ranked to produce 1-100 percentile scores (with 100 being comparable to an AAA rating). The 

StarMine SmartRatios model is provided as a daily data feed from Thomson Reuters, as well as through a range 

of its desktops, such as Thomson Reuters Eikon, Thomson ONE for Investment Management and the newly-

released Datastream Professional.    Source:  Business.CBS3.com 

 

http://www.experianplc.com/news/company-news/2012/16-04-2012.aspx
http://business.cbs3.com/cbslocal.cbs3/news/read/21087184/thomson_reuters_launches_new_forward
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MEMBER NEWS 
 

Panjiva: US Importers Express Desire to Shift Purchases to Other Asian Nations 

A study released last month by BIIA member Panjiva, a company who advises 2,000 mostly American importers 

on how to locate overseas suppliers, found that slightly more than half of the importers interviewed had expressed 

a desire to increase purchases from other Asian nations, notably India, Vietnam and Thailand.  But that has not 

yet translated into shifts in outsourcing.  Josh Green, CEO of Panjiva stated recently “When it comes to moving 

manufacturing beyond China, there’s still more talk than action.”      Source:  Panjiva Press Release 

D&B Launches Hoover’s Optimizer™ 

D&B (NYSE: DNB), has launched Hoover's Optimizer, an add-on module for Hoover's Online, designed to help 

small and medium-sized businesses cleanse and enrich their customer and prospect data to increase ROI on 

sales and marketing campaigns.  Hoover's Optimizer combines the ease of self-service with the power of D&B's 

commercial information on more than 205 million businesses worldwide, allowing organizations to transform 

outdated and incomplete customer data into the up-to-date, accurate information that fuels growth.  Specific 

customer benefits include:  

 Increased ROI on campaigns: Marketing and sales professionals can rely on improved, accurate data 

quality for more effective prospect targeting to receive full ROI on call and mailing campaigns and 

improved response rates. By easily accessing this data through a self-service application, these 

professionals will be enabled to be responsive to changes in currently engaged and potential prospects. 

 Matching of qualified customers: Customers can identify industry and company size trends within their 

customer base and find additional look-a-like sales prospects by applying that information to Hoover's 

Build A List, with more than 70 search criteria to find new leads.  

 Identification of unqualified and duplicate records: With automated cleansing, Hoover's Optimizer reduces 

damaging repetitive calls due to duplicate records, costs associated with incorrect contact information and 

wasted time campaigning to unqualified companies.  

The cleansing of marketing lists and CRM data gives marketing and sales professionals a strategic view of the 

most promising industries and segments across their customer base. In addition, Hoovers Optimizer offers easy 

access to D&B data integration through an online interface with Hoover's Online for cleansing, matching, and 

enriching of up to 25,000 records — another way for marketing and sales professionals to better understand their 

customers and uncover new opportunities.    

"Getting sales and marketing programs to the right prospects at the right time is a challenge for all 

businesses, but it's especially acute for small and medium-sized organizations," said Josh Peirez, 

president, global product, marketing and innovation at D&B. 

The Data Warehousing Institute estimates that poor data quality costs U.S. businesses over 

$600 billion per year.  With customer data decaying at an average rate of two percent per 

month, marketing and sales departments need tools to respond quickly and effectively to these 

changes, manage sales prospects and grow business. 

Source: D&B Press Release 

 

http://panjiva.com/about-panjiva/press
http://investor.dnb.com/releasedetail.cfm?ReleaseID=663246
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MEMBER NEWS 
 
D&B Enhances Portfolio Risk Manager™ for DNBi with Deeper Analytic 
Capabilities 

D&B (NYSE: DNB) has launched additional analytic functions to its Portfolio Risk Manager for DNBi.  With eight 

new reports and an improved user experience, customers using Portfolio Risk Manager can stay ahead of risk 

and capitalize on opportunity in a more strategic and focused way to protect their businesses.  

Portfolio Risk Manager provides customers with the only on-demand and customizable solution that combines 

proprietary D&B insight with users' customer data, allowing businesses to see risk and opportunity across their 

entire customer base.  With Portfolio Risk Manager's new, innovative features and reports, customers can quickly 

understand their exposure and confidently communicate risk and opportunity across their organization.  Source: 

D&B Press Release 

Sinotrust Held 2012 First Seminar of Beijing Auto Information Sodality 

Sinotrust continues to make substantial progress in building its vertical information segment by working effectively 

with important institutions and industry leaders. 

The “Beijing Auto Information Sodality—2012 First Seminar on Policies and Market” was held at Sinotrust.   Hui 

Yumei, Director of Sinotrust Automotive Marketing Research Services, pointed out that in 2012 Q1, the Chinese 

automotive market registered a negative growth; the market shares of domestic brands kept shrinking; and 

sedans showed a trend of greater size. As the short-term policy influence comes to an end, the 2012 automotive 

market will begin to get back to its own growth track. Meanwhile, the fast development of tier two and three 

markets and the comeback of Japanese cars will jointly exert a positive influence on the development of the 

automotive market in China in 2012. However, such setbacks as decreased macroeconomic GDP growth rate, 

soaring oil prices, aggravating traffic congestions in cities, etc. will also have negative impacts on the 

development of the automotive market. 

To read the full story click on the link:  http://www.biia.com/sinotrust-held-2012-first-seminar-of-beijing-auto-

information-sodality  

Sinotrust Won FAW-VW 2011 “Project Contribution Award” 

Yunnan, March 9, 2012----The FAW-VW 2012 Production Service System Supplier 

Conference was held in Xishuangbanna, Yunnan on March 9. Sinotrust won the “Project 

Contribution Award” and Mr. Lin Lei, Co-President & Joint CEO of Sinotrust took over the 

trophy on behalf of Sinotrust. 

Since 1999, Sinotrust has maintained a long-term cooperation relationship with FAW-VW 

and has provided FAW-VW with strong support on product launch, channel planning, 

customer satisfaction solution, brand value enhancement, etc.  As a leading automotive 

marketing solution supplier in China, Sinotrust boasts China’s largest professional research 

team of 260 staff members in the automotive field. 

BIIA’s editorial team congratulates Sinotrust on this important achievement.  

 

http://www.biia.com/sinotrust-held-2012-first-seminar-of-beijing-auto-information-sodality
http://www.biia.com/sinotrust-held-2012-first-seminar-of-beijing-auto-information-sodality
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Member News 
 

Equifax UK Provides Full Access to Credit Report Services on Smart Phones 

Consumers can now act quicker to ID fraud alerts and manage their finances on the move with unique 

access to Equifax Credit Report Services 

Equifax UK is to provide instant online access to consumer credit information, is leading the market in helping to 

protect consumers from ID fraud as well as empowering them to manage their finances. Equifax is the first credit 

information provider to launch a mobile app that provides full access for consumers to their credit data via a 

variety of smart phone devices, anywhere and at any time. The Equifax app is available free from the Apple 

iTunes Store on iPhone and iPad and from Google Play for Androids.  

Neil Munroe, External Affairs Director, Equifax stated:  “The launch of the Equifax mobile app is a clear 

illustration of our commitment to bringing consumers even better real time access to their credit information.  In 

particular, we believe it provides consumers a real head-start versus ID fraudsters because as soon as they 

receive an SMS alert from us that information on their credit report has changed, they can use the app to check 

the details. There’s no need to find a PC to log on. And if there is a search or credit agreement they didn’t 

authorize they can immediately contact the organization that registered it with us to flag up the potential of ID 

fraud.”  The Equifax app is available free from the Apple iTunes Store on iPhone and iPad and from Google Play 

for Androids.  Source:  Equifax UK Press Release 

Equifax Launches B2B Marketing Compass™ 
Equifax Inc. announced the launch of Equifax B2B Marketing Compass™, a powerful end-to-end marketing 

analytics solution that enables organizations to optimize the performance of their business marketing and sales 

strategy by defining the ideal customer profile and identifying hidden market and wallet share.  

Utilizing market-leading, multi-sourced business databases to identify insights in customer portfolios, Equifax’s 

B2B Marketing Compass employs customer profiling and market penetration analytics to enable users to identify 

winning customer segments and market penetration.  

To learn more about Equifax B2B Marketing Compass or other business to business marketing data solutions 

access www.equifax.com/commercial.     

Equifax Commercial Information Solutions is a leading provider of small business intelligence.  It provides the 

information and expertise necessary for companies to best understand and manage their dealings with small 

business to enterprise customers, prospects and suppliers.  

Business Information:  “Green Shoots of Recovery”  For Members Only 

This new article by our contributing editor Phil Cotter takes a brief look at the current state of play for the four 

leading players D&B, Experian, Equifax and Transunion, as they report, with the exception of Experian, their 

results for 2011. As ever a look under the bonnet of these operations, identifies opportunities and challenges, as 

each of them attempts to execute on their strategic plans and deliver long term profitable growth to their 

shareholders.   To access the report click on the link: http://www.biia.com/category/biia-news 

 

http://www.equifax.co.uk/About-us/Press_releases/2012/04_17_01-MOBILE_APP.html
http://www.equifax.com/commercial
http://www.equifax.com/commercial
http://www.biia.com/category/biia-news
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MEMBER NEWS 
 
Equifax Partners With Avista Solutions on LQI Offering 

Equifax has announced a direct integration of its Undisclosed Debt Monitoring solution, now allowing Avista 

Solutions' customers access to the Loan Quality Initiative (LQI) solution for identifying undisclosed debts during 

the mortgage origination process—directly from their Avista Agile LOS. Undisclosed Debt Monitoring monitors 

and notifies lenders of new loan applicant activity initiated during the pre-funding period. By leveraging 

Undisclosed Debt Monitoring, financial institutions gain a competitive advantage that will protect them against 

losses—often stemming from mortgage repurchase demands and unsalable loans—while maximizing operational 

efficiency in the underwriting process. 

Avista Agile LOS is a fully-secure mortgage loan origination system (LOS) that fully supports retail, consumer, 

wholesale and correspondent mortgage lending. It is 100 percent Web-based and does not require downloads, 

allowing institutions to access the system anytime, anywhere.   Source:  National Mortgage Professional.com 

TransUnion South Africa Launches on-the-move Vehicle Verification and 

Valuation Reports 

TransUnion Auto Information Solutions has launched a mobile application that provides subscribing car 

dealers with an instant, anywhere, anytime report containing almost everything they need to know to make an 

informed buying or selling decision about a specific passenger or commercial vehicle or motorbike. 

Developed in association with IT business solutions integrator Business Connexion, the new app converges the 

data used to produce TransUnion’s Vehicle Verification and Valuation products into a single, more intelligent, 

Vehicle Evaluation report that is delivered almost instantaneously to the dealer’s smartphone or tablet 

(Blackberry®, iPhone, iPad and for all AndroidTM devices). 

Business Connexion (Pty) Ltd is a leading integrator of innovative business solutions based on information and 

communications technology (ICT).  With just over 6600 employees and a track record spanning over 30 years, 

Business Connexion runs mission-critical ICT systems and manages products, services and solutions for JSE 

listed and key public sector organizations, parastatals and medium-sized companies.  Source: TransUnion 

WAND Releases Oil and Gas Taxonomy 

The Oil and Gas industry accounts for hundreds of billions of dollars every year in global economic activity. In an 

industry of this magnitude, sophisticated document management and workflows are crucial. WAND has 

developed and released a taxonomy specifically for the oil and gas industry as a foundation for a strong corporate 

metadata model.   The WAND Oil and Gas Taxonomy includes 1513 terms with 270 synonyms covering upstream 

and downstream terminology and documents for the petroleum drilling industry. Processes, concepts, functions, 

business areas, equipment and supplies are all covered in this taxonomy. 

As with all WAND foundation taxonomies, an oil and gas company can start with this taxonomy and quickly 

customize it with terminology specific to its organization. This dramatically speeds up a metadata and taxonomy 

initiative.   Source:  Wand Inc.    

 

 

http://nationalmortgageprofessional.com/news29035/equifax-partners-avista-solutions-lqi-initiative
http://blog.wandinc.com/2012/01/wand-oil-and-gas-taxonomy.html
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INDUSTRY NEWS 
 

Bertelsmann Media Group Considers IPO 

In what amounts to a huge cultural shift in company strategy, family owned Bertelsmann Media Group considers 

an IPO.   Mr. Rabe, CEO of Bertelsmann said recently that an initial public offering was only one of several 

capital-raising options being considered by Bertelsmann.   No decisions are likely before the autumn, after a 

broad, companywide review of strategy, he added.   However the company signaled its intentions this week when 

it said it planned to change its legal status to a corporate structure. 

The Bertelsmann Media Group owns Arvato, a leading Finance BPO provider.  Arvato operates consumer 

credit information and debt collection services.      Source:  Dealbook NY Times 

BIG Data:  Six of the Best 

David Worlock, BIIA’ Chairman picked six of the best technology players in BIG data in one of his recent blogs.  

Worlock stated that in the media and information services area the obvious answer is MarkLogic 

(www.marklogic.com).   “Now a standard for performance in its sector, MarkLogic chose media alongside the 

government sector as its two key areas of market exposure in the development years. MarkLogic 5.0 is just about 

as good as it gets for information services going the semantic discovery route, and the testimony to this is 

installations  in differing information divisions in every global and many national information service providers.  So 

when MarkLogic roll out the consultancy sell these days, they do so with almost unparalleled experience of sector 

issues.”  To read the full story click on this link:  The David Worlock Blog Six of the Best 

Connotate: Latest Funding of US$ 7 million – Solidifies its BIG Data Leadership 

Connotate, Inc., a provider of solutions that help organizations monitor and collect data and content from the Web, 

announced that it has raised $7 million in Series B funding led by Castile Ventures, with participants including new 

investor Prism VentureWorks and existing investor .406 Ventures.  Connotate will apply this new capital to 

execute on an accelerated growth strategy to establish a partner program and international expansion. 

In the recent weeks Connotate has acquired Fetch Technologies which appears to have significantly enhanced 

Connotate’s market position as a leading provider of data aggregation and monitoring solutions.  According to IDC 

the Big Data market is to hit $16.9bn by 2015, therefore information collection and monitoring is a critical 

challenge for organizations trying to leverage Web content for business use.  Connotate provides companies of all 

sizes with an automated functionality that allows organizations to monitor and extract the precise information they 

need to deliver custom data solutions and drive ROI.   Source: Connotate 

Google’s Sergey Brin:  Web Freedom Faces Greatest Threat Ever 

In an interview with the Guardian, Brin warned there were "very powerful forces that have lined up against the 

open internet on all sides and around the world". "I am more worried than I have been in the past," he said. "It's 

scary."   The threat to the freedom of the internet comes, he claims, from a combination of governments 

increasingly trying to control access and communication by their citizens, the entertainment industry's attempts to 

crack down on piracy, and the rise of "restrictive" walled gardens such as Facebook and Apple, which tightly 

control what software can be released on their platforms.  Source: Guardian.co.uk 

 

http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/03/28/bertelsmann-weighs-i-p-o-to-finance-expansion/?ref=media
http://www.davidworlock.com/2012/04/big-data-six-to-watch/
http://www.connotate.com/company/news/129-connotate_increases_momentum_and_closes_7m_series_b?WebT=outs
http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2012/apr/15/web-freedom-threat-google-brin
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NEWS FROM CHINA 
 

Outsell Inc.:  China Market Size for Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishing 

(STM) is US$ 1.12 billion 

Outsell has recently published a report on the 

Scientific, Technical and Medical Publishing 

industry (STM) in China.   Outsell estimates that 

the size of the overall STM market in China is 

$1.12 billion in revenues in 2011, slightly more than 

5% of our preliminary estimate of $21.01 billion for 

the global STM market (excluding the geospatial 

data sub-segment, which is subject to different 

economic forces). This represents a 10% increase 

from 2010, outperforming the Global STM market 

growth average of 3.8%. 

Chinese domestic players share is US$420 (37%) while international players market share accounts for US$704 

million (63%). 

In relation to other markets, China’s benchmarks tend to be against Japan, India, and – when discussing the 

future – the US. By GDP, Japan and China are most similar, though Japan is a more mature market for STM 

content with a proven track record in terms of high-quality research output. (Nature Publishing Group awarded 

Japan, not China, top ranking among Asia Pacific countries in terms of productivity in its journals in 2011.) China, 

however, is benefiting from an economic and scientific surge that Japan has not seen in decades. The other 

growing BRIC in the region, India, has slowed in recent quarters and lacks the scientific infrastructure to produce 

and consume research at the same level, despite higher accessibility for English-language content. 

As a member of the WTO, China is required to open its marketplace to international players, but the only policies 

set in place – for the direct distribution of physical books, with no mention of printing and selling – have been 

onerous. Most international publishers choose rather to distribute in partnership with local presses. In return, 

international publishers will often distribute Chinese journals outside of China, both as an extra source of revenue 

and to signal their investment in raising the quality of Chinese research. 

Publishing is a highly sensitive undertaking in the Chinese state.  Although science is a fairly safe topic, 

nevertheless the media remains under tight control.  Will China open the publishing industry? It’s not likely, but 

anything is possible. The difficulty with accommodating the Chinese government is that their decisions are often 

opaque. 

China is a market often stigmatized for lax intellectual property protection, though recent years have seen 

marginal improvements. In March 2011, 10 international publishers, including Elsevier, Wiley, and Springer, 

formed the Alliance for the Protection of Copyright of Foreign Publishers to not only educate government 

ministers, librarians, and policy-makers, but to monitor and confront highly-visible perpetrators.  Source:  Outsell 

Market Report, "STM in China: 2012 Market Size, Share & Forecast":  Link to this report - 

http://www.outsellinc.com/store/products/1091 

 

http://www.outsellinc.com/store/products/1091
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NEWS FROM CHINA 
 

Alibaba Launches Social Shopping Platform 

China’s largest e-commerce company, the Alibaba Group, has launched the beta version of its social shopping 

platform, Fa Xian. The new social shopping platform, a combination of social networking and e-commerce, is 

reportedly attracting up to 60,000 unique visitors per day. 

Similar sites in the U.S. emerged first (Kaboodle and Pinterest). These are social shopping platforms which allow 

users to post photos of items on virtual pin boards.  Other users on the platform can comment on or even 

purchase those items.  Fa Xian’s competitors operating in China include Mogujie, LinkChic and Xinxian.   A 

director at eTao, Alibaba’s search unit in charge of Fa Xian, said the company has about 10 partners currently and 

are looking to reach 100 by the end of this year. 

Source: Business Strategies Group Hong Kong  www.bsgasia.com  

 

FROM THE USER CORNER 
 

Credit Inclusion in Upper Management Meetings Inconsistent at Best 

Accounts receivable are often the largest current asset positions on a company’s balance sheet.  One could 

therefore assume that managers who manage accounts receivable positions should participate in top 

management meetings.  Surprisingly they are not. 

NACM’s monthly survey for March found that credit’s inclusion in top tier meetings was split pretty evenly, with 

about 51% responding that “yes,” they were included in meetings with upper management at their companies, 

and about 47% responding that “no,” they were not. The remaining 2% noted that the question was not 

applicable, often due to their company’s size or structure. 

Some participants noted that their companies used meetings to let employees know how valued they are. “Our 

company does a nice job of making all employees feel part of the team. They understand that if an employee 

feels they are part of the process, they take ownership,” said one respondent. “Both corporate and divisional 

senior and executive management are very good about bringing credit into the conversation when there is a 

change or issue,” said another. 

Others, however, considered their exclusion from such meetings a depressing sign of the company’s priorities. 

“We are included when it's convenient for upper management to have us there,” said one participant. “Otherwise, 

no we are not and a lot of times we are not even informed of any changes that may pertain to us in a timely 

fashion.”   “Management attention is mostly concentrated on operational areas involving production, revenue and 

sales. Credit functions are not a primary focus,” said another. 

As some noted, this can create a rift between departments that are deemed worthy of inclusion at upper 

management meetings and those departments that are not. “Upper management…views the department as a 

necessity and keeps us in the background,” said one respondent. “Upper management does not portray or 

embody an attitude of cooperation and benefit between sales and the credit department. This continues to feed 

the sales versus credit atmosphere dividing the two departments.”  Courtesy Jacob Barron, CICP, NACM staff writer 

http://www.bsgasia.com/
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ANALYTICS IN DEBT COLLECTION 
 

FICO Survey on Innovations in Collections Analytics 

Recently FICO polled attendees of a webinar to find out what area they felt could be improved to drive the biggest 

C&R gains.  An overwhelming 50% said it was technology.  Process also emerged as a key theme, coming in 

second at 18.2%. 

These results are quite telling because, even though it was an informal poll, the group included all levels of C&R 

professionals from across eight countries.  Here are three of the most promising areas of innovation: 

 Mobile communications. Using interactive SMS and mobile services in collections has greatly increased 

contact rates and speed of repayment: 40% of borrowers who commit to mobile collections payments make 

them within the first 30 minutes, and 77% pay within two days.  In addition, the mobile channel is significantly 

less expensive than the traditional call center. 

 Optimizing loan workouts. The choice of if and when to offer a loan settlement is still an inexact science, and 

current practices, like rank-ordering by risk, often don’t lead to the best results.  To improve performance, 

FICO clients have begun using advanced analytics to examine customer behaviors and balance portfolio 

resources and constraints—with results that include up to 10%+ improvement in net present value (NPV). 

 Optimizing agency management. Let’s face it, external collections agencies prioritize based on commissions 

and likelihood to pay, which means your accounts may take a back seat to those of your competitors. 

Instead, our clients are optimizing account placement based on agency performance and other key factors. 

This approach results in improvements like 10-20% increases in liquidation rates, and allows clients to set 

appropriate incentives to make agencies compete for their business. 

FICO colleagues have been sharing these types of C&R best practices and innovations with clients worldwide in 

latest C&R webinar series.  FICO invites you to sign up for the next webinar:  Gaining Speed to Market with Best 

Practice Collections Automation.  

For details or to read the full story click on the link:  FICO Banking Analytics Blog 
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